
Trivia
1. Who said, “Genius is 1% inspiration and 99% perspiration”?
2. If you are a narcissist, are you egocentric or absent-minded?
3. What is the longest bony fish on Earth?
4. Name the daughters of former U.S. President and Mrs. Barack 
Obama.
5. How many hours does it take for a chicken to produce an egg?

(Flip bottom of page for answers)
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Everybody’s Talking
Walking backwards Medi Bastoni, an Indonesian man from Dono, 
a small village in East Java, was so passionate about a cause that 
he walked backwards for over 700 kilometres (430 mi.). Bastoni 
was raising awareness about rainforest preservation. His backwards 
walk took him to his country’s capital of Jakarta, where he planned 
to meet with President Joko Widodo. What he wanted from the 
President was simple: a symbolic seed for a tree, which he would 
then plant near his village. Bastoni outfitted himself with a backpack 
full of supplies and a frame that held a rear-view mirror so he could 
see where he was going.

Petal power A building in Venezuela can open and close like a 
flower. The Flor de Venezuela is also known as the Flor de Hanover 
because it was built for Expo 2000 in Hanover, Germany. The 
architect, Fruto Vivas, wanted the building to reflect flowers, so he 
designed a building that has 16 enormous petals attached to a central 
stem. Using a hydraulic system, the petals can open and close, which 
is not only visually appealing, but also convenient if it rains. Once 
the Expo was over, the building was moved, piece-by-piece, to 
Barquisimeto in the western part of the country.

Quiet park Vancouver, British Columbia, on Canada’s west coast, 
is home to Stanley Park, which covers an area of about 400 hectares 
(1,000 acres). Cyclists and walkers love pedalling on 27 kilometres 
(16.7 mi.) of trails that wind through and around the park. Stanley 
Park includes a variety of vegetation, including centuries-old red 
cedars, towering Douglas firs, and Pacific dogwoods, making it a 
quiet forest retreat in the middle of a big city. Walkers and cyclists who 
stick to the peripheral trail can watch float planes come and go on 
Vancouver Harbour and enjoy views of the surrounding mountains.

Iconic sculpture The red phone booth is an iconic sight in London, 
England, and there is a sculpture to recognize this symbol of English 
heritage. Called “Out of Order,” it was made by Scottish sculptor 
David Mach and installed in 1989 on Old London Road. “Out of 
Order” consists of 12 red phone booths that look like they have fallen 
into each other. Some viewers think that it symbolizes the death of 
the phone booth in this age of mobile phones, but the sculpture was 
installed before the use of those devices were as common as they are 
today. The sculpture is a great backdrop for tourists snapping selfies!

Quoteable Quotes
“The real problem is not whether machines think, 
but whether men do.” —B.F. Skinner
“I wish that every human life might be pure transparent 
freedom.” —Simone de Beauvoir

What’s Happening
Events listed here are submitted by Event Organizers. Due to 
COVID 19, please ensure you contact the organizer to see if the 
event is still going ahead as planned.

Mar 15- May 20Bonnyville Health Centre Ladies Auxiliary 
Bursary Program B’ville Hosp. Auxiliary are offering 2 x $1000 
Bursaries to students enrolled in and attending their second year of 
health related program.  Applications are available at the Info. Desk 
or the Gift Shop at the B’ville Hospital.  Must be rec. by May 2020

April 24 to May 7 - YELLOWHEAD REGIONAL ARTS 
FESTIVAL The PATH is hosting the regional Arts Festival on April 
24, 25, 26, and May 2, 3, 7.

July 18 - Cold Lake Air Show Come join in on the fun! tickets 
available, and more information at coldlakeairshow.com

NON profit organizations may submit events for FREE at 
www.coffee-news.ca/whats-happening
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